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Univariate and multivariate corrections for range restriction were compared using Navy applicant scores
on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). Two Navy school ASVAB selector composites
were used separately and together to simulate three
selection situations for nine selection ratios (SRs). The
selectors then were used as predictors. Composite validities (the ASVAB Mechanical Comprehension test was
the criterion) were corrected using the univariate and the
general multivariate formulas. In general, multivariate
corrections were more accurate than univariate corrections, notably when the univariate explicit selection
variable was negatively skewed and correction violations (linearity and homoscedasticity) did not offset each
other. Multivariate correction accuracy was attributed
to the inclusion of variables with adequate distributional
properties, the compensatory effects of regression

weights,

and the related

psychometric principle that

differentially weighting a large number of correlated
predictor variables has little impact on a multiple correlation. Index terms: correction formulas, explicit
selection, incidental selection, multivariate correction

formulas,

restriction in range, validation studies.

Since Pearson (1903) developed the correction
formulas for restriction in range and Thorndike
( 1947, 1949) defined them for practical application,
educational and personnel psychologists have conducted extensive research on the problem of restriction in range (Alexander, Carson, Alliger, &
Barrett,
1984; Booth-Kewley, 1985; Greener &
Osburn,
1979; Gross & Fleischman, 1983; Levin, 1972;

Linn, 1968; Linn, Harnisch, &
Dunbar, 1981;
Mendoza, Hart, & Powell, 1991; Olson & Becker,
1983; Sands, Alf, & Abrahams, 1978). However,

most of the research

pertains to the univariate, not

the multivariate, correction formulas (Lord &
Novick, 1968; Novick & Thayer, 1969). This study
investigated the use of multivariate corrections in
some univariate as well as multivariate selection
situations.
The restriction in range problem in personnel
selection research is to find the value of the predictor/criterion correlation, or validity, for an unrestricted applicant group that has only predictor
information available. Given predictor/criterion information for a subset of the unrestricted group, the
Pearson formulas estimate the unrestricted group
validity. Restriction in range is classified as either
explicit (direct) or incidental (indirect): explicit for
scores on a predictor variable that is used to select
individuals into the subset, and incidental for scores
on another predictor variable that is correlated with
the variable used for selection. The basis for the
accuracy of the estimated unrestricted validity (corrected validity) is bivariate normality for the univariate selection situation with selection solely on the
explicit selector variable, and multivariate normality for the multivariate selection situation with selection solely on the explicit selector variables.
Lawley (1943-44), however, relaxed the distributional assumptions, or the formal properties of
normality, required for correction accuracy. For the
univariate explicit case, only two properties of bivariate normality are required: (1) linearity of regression of the criterion, y, on the predictor, x; and
(2) homoscedasticity ofy crror variance for all values of x. If selection occurs solely on x and the
above properties hold, then the following slopc and
error identities are true, respectively,
355
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ate

formulas include the bivariate formulas

sin-

as a

gular case. The univariate three-variable correction
formula correcting for incidental selection, is
where
~ is the unrestricted slope (weight),
S xy is the unrestricted covariance,
is the unrestricted predictor variance,
,SY is the unrestricted criterion variance,
is the unrestricted error in prediction variance,
is the unrestricted squared validity, and
and
are the respective rey ~S’xy9
stricted t~r111S.
Algebraic manipulations with term substitutions of
these identities result in solutions for the unknown
unrestricted predictor/criterion covariance, S’~,, and
the unknown unrestricted criterion standard deviation (SD), S,. These values and the known unrestricted predictor SD, SX, are used to solve for the
unrestricted validity from the formula,

S§

SE
R XY 2

~, ~~, ~~,

2

Sy is the square root of -Qy’,

and

Equation 3, substituting the previous derivations for
the two unknowns, is equivalent to the usual correction formula for the explicit case,

(Case

1 from

Guilford, 1965, p. 343; Case A from
’fhorndike, 1982, p. 210). The validity equation used
here will be Equation 3 because its use of covariance rather than correlation coefficients simplifies
univariate and multivariate comparisons.
The general multivariate formulas are derived directly from the two bivariate identities as matrix algebra extensions (see Gulliksen, 1950, chap. 13 for

derivations);

more

correctly,

the

general

multivari-

where
the subscript 1 designates the incidental selector
variable (usually a candidate selection instru-

ment),
the subscript

2

designates

the

explicit selector

variable, and
the subscript c designates the criterion.
Equation 7 (Case 3 from Guilford, 1965, p. 344;
Case C from ’Th&reg;r~dikc, 1982, p. 213) is just a special multivariate case of one explicit selector variable and two incidental selector variables.
Three formal properties of multivariate normality are required for correction accuracy: (1) linearity of regression of the criterion,y, on the predictors,
xi, where = 1, ...,p and p is the number of explicit
selector variables; (2) homoscedasticity &reg;f y error
variance for all values of x;; and (3) y covariances
unconditional on xi, If explicit selection occurs
solely on xi and the above properties hold, then the
following slope and error identities are true, respec’

tively,

It follows that the solution and use of these identities parallel the univariate case to determine the
unrestricted validity (Equation 3).
For the multivariate case,

where, for multiple explicit (predictor) and inciden-
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tal

(criterion) selector variables,

~~,

C~y
C~
CYY

is the unrestricted slope (weight) variancecovariance matrix,
is the unrestricted predictor/criterion
variance-covariance matrix,
is the unrestricted predictor variancecovariance matrix,
is the unrestricted criterion variance-

covariance matrix,
is the error in prediction variancecovariance matrix, and
~xy9 ~xy9 c.u’ ~yy9 and ~ee are the respective restricted
matrices.
In the multivariate case, the equivalent of Equation
3 could be formulated as

CEE

C~y is the relevant covariance term in Cyy where

(C°rY >~

and multivariate formula accuracy, it is helpful to
examine Gross’ (1982) quotient (Q) formulas for the
bivariate case, which will be generalized to the multivariate case in this study of one criterion variable.
Q for the bivariate case (explicit selector variable) is

-i -

QM for the multivariate case can be formulated as

where CEE and ce represent the respective unrestricted and restricted variance errors of estimate
taken after the last variable entry in the full regression equation for~ predictors and one criterion. T~~,
and W xy represent the respective unrestricted and
restricted slope (weight) sums of the p vector entries. Weights are raw score, or unstandardized, and
derived frorn a forward accretion multiple regression procedure.

is the criterion

SD

taken from

C

IT where

(Unstandardized weights, not stan-

dardized weights, are derived in the correction
formulas because the slopes for the restricted and
unrestricted groups

( c XX )l2 is the predictor 3D taken from C,,.
In

an

attempt to deal with the

common

personof isolating the ex-

nel selection research problem
plicit selector variable, some psychologists apply
the general multivariate formulas using a wide range
of incidental as well as explicit selector variables
(Novick & Thayer, 1969). A major objective of this
study was to explain the relative accuracy of this
approach when univariate formulas give inaccurate
corrections due to violations of correction assumptions. The violation of particular interest is linearity, because univariate corrections have been found
to be sensitive to violations of linearity but robust
to violations of homoscedasticity (Greener &

Osbum, 1979). Further, although Lawley (1943-44)
relaxed distributional assumptions for use of the
univariate and multivariate correction formulas, a
skewed distribution, which is a common data condition, can affect linearity (Brewer &
Hills, 1969).
To understand the differences between univariate

are

assumed to be

equal.)

Gross indicated that when the univariate correction assumptions of linearity and homoscedasticity
are met,
Z2 s2 =1 and = 1, and, therefore, Q
1. In this case, the conditions of linearity and
homoscedasticity have been met and the univariate
correction formulas are accurate. However, the linearity and homoscedasticity assumptions are not
necessary conditions for the univariate formulas
(assumed here for the multivariate formulas) to produce accurate results. For example, bivariate data
often violate the homoscedasticity assumption-a
common violation is that the conditionaly variances
are lower for extremes of x than they are in the
middle range of x (Lord & Novick, 1968, p. 148).
Given that selection is stringent and the slope flattens for extremes of x, the homoscedasticity and
linearity violations can offset each other. In this situation, Q still can equal I and the univariate formula
(Equation 3) is accurate. However, if the slope rises
rather than flattens, Q is greater than 1 and the
univariate formula overcorrects. If the slope de=
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creases substantially, Q is less than 1 and the
univariate formula undercorrects.
The functional relationships between the offsetting linearity and homoscedasticity violations can
be assessed from a reduced form of the unrestricted
validity formula (Equation 3),

The predictor SD, S,, is the only known value in the
unrestricted group. The remaining ratio term, bIs,
provides the same slope to error ratio relationship as
the Q formula. In fact, Held & Foley (1993) found
that the graph c~fQ values across selection ratios (SRs)
paralleled the graph of univariate corrected validities under several violations of the bivariate correction assumptions.
Finally, the impact of skew on correction accuracy and Q is obvious from the slope formula,

skew for an explicit selector variable results in dense scores in the right tail of the
distribution. If selection is moderate to stringent,
the reduced predictor score variance
for high
values of x raises b and the univariate formula overcorrects. Reduced covariance (.s,~,) from multivariate selection, on the other hand, lowers b and the
univariate formula undercorrects.

High negative

(S 2)

Background
The data used for this study, which compared
univariate and multivariate corrections for restriction in range, were Navy applicant scores on the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). The ASVAB, used by all United States military services for selection and classification, measures cognitive abilities and academic and technical

knowledge (Foley & Rucker, 1989; Kass, Mitchell,
Grafton, & Wing, 1983; Prestwood, Vale, Massey,
& Welsh, 1985). The Navy has 11 operational ASVAB
selector composites that are comprised of various
combinations of two to four tests. These composites are used to select recruits for Navy entry level
technical schools. Validation studies are conducted
periodically to ensure that each school is using the

(predictor) composite. The
usual criterion is final school grade.
For each Navy school, the current operational
ASVAB selection composite (explicit selector variable) and one or more candidate replacement composites (incidental selector variable) are evaluated
after correcting validities for restriction in range.
[The candidate replacement composite is a Navy
operational selection composite(s) that most
closely resembles an experimental composite that
is derived from a multiple regression. The multiple regression is performed on a test development sample randomly determined in a
cross-validation design. The validities are compared in a holdout sample.]
The bivariate formulas (Equation 6 or other versions) apply for the operational selection composite, whereas the three-variable formulas (Equation
7 or other versions) apply for the candidate replacement composite. The general multivariate formulas apply when explicit selection is multivariate (two
or more operational selector composites or test score
most valid selection

requirements).
The Navy currently performs multivariate corrections for all selection situations, treating all
ASVAB tests as explicit selector variables. One of
the objectives of this study was to assess this approach. Equation 12 applies for both the operational and candidate replacement composites. The
differences are ( 1 ) the C XY term for the operational
composite is obtained from C~y, whereas for the
candidate composite it is obtained from Cyy (the
composite covariance is the sum of the individual
composite test covariances) and (2) 6’y for the operational composite is known, whereas for the candidate composite it is obtained from ~~,, as is Sy
for both cases (Ghiselli, Campbell, &
Zedeck,
1981, chap. 7 treats combining variances and covariances of the components of a composite to determine composite validities). Corrected composite
validities and corrected composite validity differences are used with the Taylor-Russell tables (Taylor &
Russell, 1939) to determine the utility of
replacing the operational selection composite in
terms of improved school success rates (see Held,
1992, for an example of the Navy’s use of the Tay-
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lor-Russell tables).
The major objectives of this study were to (1)
determine the relative accuracy of univariate and
multivariate corrections for range restriction for several univariate and multivariate selection situations,
(2) assess the efficacy of including incidental selector variables as explicit selector variables in multivariate corrections, and (3) determine if the multivariate
formulas should be applied in other personnel selection situations.
Method
Unrestricted

Group

The unrestricted group consisted of 147,288 Navy
applicants who took the ASVAB in fiscal year 1988.
A high school diploma requirement for female but
not male enlistment may have resulted in a restriction of range for the females because of higher academic ability. Self-selection and unknown bias at
the recruitment level also may have influenced the
composition of the applicant group.
Variables
The variables were the 10 tests of the ASVAB (Foley
&

Rucker, 1989): General Science (GS), Arithmetic
Reasoning (AR), Word Knowledge (WK), Paragraph

Comprehension (PC), Numerical Operations (NO),
Coding Speed (cs), Auto and Shop Information (AS),
Mathematics Knowledge (MK), Mechanical Comprehension (c), and Electronics Information (EI). Nine
tests were used operationally; PC and WK were combined to form the Verbal composite (VE). The operational scores of record were used. These were
standardized (means of 50 and SD of 10) with norms
obtained from the American Youth Population (U.S.

Department of Defense, 1982).
Selectors
The selectors were two substantially correlated
(low .70s) Navy operational ASVAB composites: (1)
General Technical (VEAR), comprised ofVE and AR;
and (2) Engineering (MKAS), comprised of MK and
AS. These composites have been used jointly to select recruits for entry into Navy mechanical schools.
scores were integer-weighted sums of
standardized scores (which are used operationally for

Composite

recruit classification).
Criterion

The criterion was the ASVAB MC test. MC was
substituted for final school grade because only a
small fraction of Navy applicants would have attended the school in this study and received final
school grades (the objective of the study was to
compare corrected validities to observed unrestricted validities). MC, which is multidimensional,
is not used in the two mechanical school selection
composites and was considered an appropriate criterion for mechanical school prediction equations.
Statistical

Analyses

Three selection situations were simulated for nine
(.10 to .90; the unrestricted SR was 1.00): (1)
explicit selection on VEAR, incidental selection on
MKAS (Selection Situation I-Ssi); (2) explicit selection on MKAS, incidental selection on VEAR (Selection Situation 2-SS2); and (3) explicit selection
on both VEAR and MKAS (Selection Situation 3-ss3).
Minimum qualifying scores to determine SRs were
determined from non-normal cumulative frequency
distributions.
Uncorrected validities for the explicit and incidental selector variables were corrected. In the
univariate situation (U), the bivariate and univariate
three-variable formulas were used as appropriate. U
corrections for ss 1 and SS2 used the bivariate formulas for the explicit selector and the univariate threevariable formulas for the incidental selector. U
corrections for SS3 used the bivariate formulas for
both explicit selectors. In the multivariate situations,
two different multivariate corrections were used. The
first used both VEAR and MKAS as explicit selector
variables, referred to as M2; the second used the
ASVAB GS, EI, NO, and cs tests as well as VEAR and
MKAS as explicit selector variables, referred to as M6.
All corrections were calculated by MULTICOR
Candell, 1983). The accuracy of the
(Sympson &
composite validities and the composite validity differences resulting from the three correction methods were compared graphically across SRs.
Q values for the U, M2, and M6 data were computed and graphed, with the expectation that the
SRs
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forms of the graphs would parallel the forms of
the validity graphs. Because Q applies only to the
explicit selector variable, there were only four Q
graphs: (1) VEAR for Ssi; (2) MKAS for SS2; (3)
VEAR for SS3; and (4) MKAS for SS3.

for VEAR than were found for MKAS when selection
extreme on MKAS. For example, at SR = .10 for
SS 1 the VEAR SD was 1.779 whereas at SR
10 for

was

=

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics for VEAR and MKAS,

esults

and Five ASVAB Tests

Table 1 gives ASVAB descriptive statistics for the
unrestricted applicant group. The VEAR distribution
skew was negative (-.28) whereas the MKAS distribution skew was positive but trivial (.05). Table 2
provides the predictor and criterion means and SDs
for all SRs. Consistent with the negative VEAR skew,
extreme selection on VEAR resulted in lower SDs
Table 2

Means and SDs for the Predictors

(VEAR and MKAS) and the Criterion (MC)
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SS2

the

MKAS SD was

3.76.

Validities

Table 3 presents the uncorrected and corrected
validities for the three selection situations for all SRs.
All corrected validities were more accurate than the
respective uncorrected validities. Figure 1 displays
the corrected validities from Table 3 along with the
unrestricted validities (i.e., for SR= 1.00).
For selection on VEAR {ss1), univariate corrections overestimated the unrestricted validities, with
errors increasing substantially for 10wersRs (all cor-

rection methods exhibited upward validity drift at
low SRs). In contrast, both multivariate correction
methods were relatively accurate for the SR range,
with M6 slightly more accurate than M2 for low sRs.
For selection on MKAS (SS2), univariate and multivariate corrections were approximately equally accurate for SRs .30 and above. For selection on both
VEAR and MKAS (SS3), univariate corrections substantially underestimated the unrestricted validities for
most of the SR range, whereas multivariate corrections overestimated the unrestricted validity in the
low SR range.

Table 3
Uncorrected and Corrected Validities for VEAR and MKAS for SS1,
SS2, and SS3 for SRs from 1.00 to .l0
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Figure

1

Unrestricted and Restricted VEAR and MKAS Validities For SRs

Figures 2a-2i compare the validity difference
between VEAR and MKAS for the three selection situations and three correction methods for all SRs. The
validity difference is depicted as the area bounded

with the unrestricted validity
difference at SR = 1.00 ~.‘~52 - .6~7 = .065). In general, the nine graphs show that, for each ss, estimates
of the unrestricted validity difference from the three

by the validity lines,
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correction methods were generally accurate for most
of the SR ranges. However, when VEAR was an explicit selector variable and the correction was U (Figures 2a and 2g) and M2 (Figure 2h), the validity
difference was substantially underestimated for low
stts. M6 results appeared most accurate when considering all three selection situations.

Q Values
Table 4 lists (for all SRs and sss) standard errors
of estimate from the least squares linear regression
procedure that was used to calculate Q. Consistent
with the heteroscedastic condition of interest in this
study, errors decreased with lower sits for all selection situations.
Table 4
Standard Errors of Estimate for the Three SSs

Univariate weights. Table 5 shows (also for all
and sss) the unstandardized regression weights
(slopes) for the explicit selector composites and the
ASVAB tests treated as explicit selector variables. The
sum of all explicit selector variable weights for each
SR is listed for M2 and M6 (used to calculate Q).
Values of Q, based on the standard errors of estimate
in Table 4 and the weight sums in Table 5, are shown
in Table 6. For explicit selection on VEAR (SS 1), VEAR
weights systematically increased for lowering SRs
(attributed to VEAR negative skew). This increase, in
conjunction with decreasing errors of estimate (see
Table 4), accounted for univariate formula
overcorrections (Q greater than 1). In contrast, for
explicit selection on MKAS (SS2), MKAS weights decreased for lowering SRs (flattening slope). This decrease, in conjunction with decreasing errors of
estimate (again, see Table 4), accounted for the accuracy of the univariate formula (Q equal to or approximating 1). For explicit selection on VEAR and
MKAS (SS3), VEAR and MKAS weights systematically
and substantially decreased from those obtained from
univariate selection for lowering sl~s (attributed to
reduced covariance frommultivariate selection). This
decrease, in conjunction with less severe decreases
in errors of estimate, accounted for univariate formula undercorrections (Q less than 1 ).
Plots of Q for U, M2, and M6 for the explicit selector variables used as explicit selection composites (VEAR for ssl, MKAS for SS2, and both VEAR and
MKAS for SS3) paralleled those of the corrected validities in Figure 1 (la, Id, le, and If, respectively).
Gross’s Q equation for the bivariate correction case
(Equation 15) and the multivariate version (Equation 16) provided indicators of correction accuracy.
Multivariate weights. The multivariate weights,
or slopes, also are reported in Table 5. For all three
selection situations, M2 and M6 for lowering SRs departed only slightly from the unrestricted weights.
Further, weights for some variables exhibited compensatory, or canceling effects. That is, some test
weights increased for lower sl~s, whereas others decreased. Even negligible weights behaved systematically. The outcome for all selection situations was,
generally, a systematic decrease of ASVAB weight sums
for lowering SRs. This decrease, in conjunction with
SRs
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Table 5

Unstandardized

Regression Weights for Variables Treated as Explicit Selectors and

Regression Weight Sums Across Tests for M2 and M6

decreasing errors of estimate (see Table 4), accounted
for the accuracy of the multivariate f&reg;rrnula Q equal
to or approximating 1. The multivariate overcorrections in the low SR range were accounted for by
rising weights.
Discussion

Multivariate correction accuracy can be attributed to the inclusion of incidental selector variables
with adequate distributional properties, the compensatory effects of regression weights, and the related
psychometric principle that differentially weighting a large number of correlated predictor variables

has little impact on a multiple correlation. The general multivariate correction formulas (as formulated
in Equation 12) including incidental selector variables
available for both restricted and unrestricted groups
may be more accurate than the univariate correction
formulas for the following univariate selection situations in which: ( 1 ) homoscedasticity and linearity violations for bivariate data can be assessed as nonoffsetting, (2) the incidental selector variables have
more adequate distributional properties than the explicit
selector variable, (3) multivariate selection is suspected to have occurred on variables related to the explicit selector, (4) small sample sizes could contribute
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Table 6

Values of Q for U, M2, and M6

at SRs From 1.00

to.lOforSSl,SS2,andSS3_______

validities have been found to be less accurate than
unrestricted validities of low range (Greener &

Osbum, 1979).
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